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The six  test  systems showed that   the new method was able  to reconstruct  complete simulation systems
quickly and accurately. The correct reconstruction of specific geometrical elements, such as chiral centers













obtained  with   correct   geometry,   and   the  ent­cholesterol   structures   all   relaxed   to   proper  mirror­image
structures of cholesterol.





In   this   tutorial   a  MARTINI   coarse  grained   system containing   aquaporin­1   embedded   in   a  bilayer   and
surrounded by explicit solvent is converted to GROMOS united atom representation. Aquaporins are water






coarse­grained   level   these   time   scales   are   easily   reached.   In   addition,   the   setup   of   a   complex
protein­membrane­solvent system is much easier for coarse­grained systems. Yet coarse­grained models do
not  allow simulation  of  atomic   scale  processes,   such  as  permeation  of   single  water  molecules   through
aquaporins. Using a method for resolution conversion, the best of both can be combined. The system can be
built and equilibrated on the coarse­grained level and subsequently converted, followed by investigation of
the  process   of   interest   at   atomistic   resolution.  This   tutorial   focuses   on   the   resolution   conversion   of   a
previously built and equilibrated system.
The MARTINI coarse­grained coordinates  and  the GROMOS 54a7 united atom target   topology can be
downloaded   from  http://www.biotechnik.nat.uni­erlangen.de/research/boeckmann/downloads/MPS/.   A
tutorial explaining how this system was built is given elsewhere1. 
Before starting the conversion, it is important to assert that molecules in the structure file are not split over
the  periodic  boundaries.   It   is   also   important   that   all  dependencies,   like   the   force   field  parameters  and
molecular topologies, are available. In addition, the target topology should not list solvent molecules and
ions,  as these are determined and added based on the coarse­grained system. If  the conversion program






























process   takes  a   few minutes,  generating  a  number  of   files.  The  structures  obtained  after   each  stage  of
relaxation   are   numbered.   The   first   stage,   the   generation   of   the   united   atom   starting   structure
(0­backward.gro) and the complete united atom topology (backmapped.top) takes about a second. The first







visualized.  Water   and   ions  were  omitted   for   clarity.  Some   residues   are  highlighted,   and   shown as   sticks   in  UA









































































definition.  However,  we  here  add an amino acid,  which  needs  to  be added  to   the  lists  of   residues   for









































As a   final   step,   the   structures  before  and after
coarse   graining   and   backmapping   can   be
superposed and compared. This should show that
all   hydroxyl   groups   of   hydroxyproline   have
inverted chirality. This is caused by an inverted
improper  dihedral   in   the  GROMOS force   field
definition of that residue.
Figure  S4:   Mapping   and   reconstruction   of
hydroxyproline for the GROMOS 54a7 force field
from   MARTINI   CG.  a.   Mapping   definition   for
4­hydroxyproline.   b.   Schematic   view   of   tryptophan
CG/UA  mapping.   c.  Overlay   of   projected   structure
and original CG positions of hydroxyproline, based on
the  mapping  definition.  d.  Overlay  of   final,   relaxed
structure and original CG positions. 
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